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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always 
be followed including the following:
�� Read all instructions.
�� Do not touch hot surfaces. Use handles or knobs.
�� To protect against electrical shock do not immerse cord, plugs, or this 
appliance in water or other liquid.
�� Not intended for use by children. Close supervision is necessary for any 
appliance being used near children.
�� This appliance may be used by persons with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or whose experience or knowledge is not sufficient, 
provided they are supervised or have received instruction to use the 
appliance safely and understand the dangers.
�� Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
�� Unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning. Allow to cool before 
putting on or taking off parts.
�� Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the 
appliance malfunctions, or has been damaged in any manner. Return 
appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for examination, repair 
or adjustment.
�� The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the appliance 
manufacturer may cause injuries.
�� Do not use outdoors.
�� Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch hot surfaces.
�� Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner, or in a heated oven.
�� To shut down the appliance, turn any control to “off,” then remove plug from 
wall outlet.
�� Do not use appliance for other than intended use.
�� Oversize foods, metal foil packages, or utensils must not be inserted in a 
toaster as they may involve a risk of fire or electric shock.
�� A fire may occur if toasters are covered or touching flammable material, 
including curtains, draperies, wood, and the like, when in operation.
�� Do not attempt to dislodge food when toaster is plugged in.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
The packaging of your product is made of recyclable materials. Do not throw it 
out with your usual garbage; take advantage of your local recycling program.

DO
�� The toaster must always be used in the upright position (not on its side or 
tilted forward or back).
�� Before each use, make sure that the crumb tray is in its proper location.
�� Regularly remove crumbs from the crumb tray.
�� Caution: Any other servicing should be performed by an authorized 
service representative.
�� The control lever must be in the “Up” position before attaching or 
disconnecting the plug from the wall outlet.
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�� If bread jams in the slots after toasting, the unit will automatically shut off.
�� Disconnect the plug immediately from the wall outlet and wait for the 
appliance to cool before attempting to remove the bread.
�� Disconnect the appliance if it shows any abnormalities.

DO NOT
�� Never leave the toaster unattended during operation.
�� Do not touch the metal parts or hot surfaces of the appliance when it is 
working or before it has cooled.
�� Do not try to toast bread that may melt (with icing) or drip in the toaster and 
do not toast crusts as this may damage the appliance or cause a fire.
�� Do not try to toast very thick slices of bread that could block the toasting 
mechanism.
�� Bread can burn; do not cover this appliance while in use and do not use this 
appliance near any flammable materials such as curtains, under shelving or 
wall cupboards, etc. It should be attended to when in use.
�� Do not put paper towels, cardboard or plastic in, on or under the toaster.
�� If flames were to arise from parts of the toaster, never attempt to extinguish them 
with water. Unplug the appliance and smother the flames with a damp cloth.
�� Do not use this appliance as source of heating or drying.
�� Do not use the toaster for cooking, grilling or defrosting frozen food other 
than bread.
�� Do not unplug appliance by pulling on cord. Instead grasp plug and pull to 
disconnect.
�� Never wrap cord around toaster. Use cord storage on the underside of unit.
�� Do not immerse toaster in water or run water into the toaster.
�� Do not place the toaster in the dishwasher.
�� Do not cover toast chambers when in use.
�� Do not insert objects into the toaster.
�� Do not use abrasive cleaners, metallic utensils or scouring pads.

This product has been designed for household use only. Any professional 
use, inappropriate use or failure to comply with the instructions will void 
the warranty.

FOR HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
For your safety, this appliance complies with applicable technical rules and norms.
Do not place under cabinet or flammable items such as curtains. Voltage on 
appliance must comply with voltage in your home.
Use a stable work surface, away from any contact with water and never in a 
built-in kitchen alcove.
Do not move the appliance when working.

POLARIZATION INSTRUCTIONS
This appliance has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other). To 
reduce the risk of electric shock, this plug is intended to fit into a polarized 
outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully into the outlet, reverse the plug. 
If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not attempt to modify 
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DESCRIPTION

BEFORE FIRST USE

USING THE TOASTER

a Heat insulated casing
b Crumb tray
c Cord storage
d Toasting lever
e Toaster browning setting

f DEFROST button
g REHEAT button
h CANCEL (STOP) button
i BAGEL button

CAUTION: the safety precautions are part of the appliance. Read them carefully 
before using your new appliance for the first time. Keep them in a place where you 
can find and refer to them later on.

�� Remove all packaging and other accessories inside as well as outside of the appliance.
�� Unwind the cord from under the toaster (Fig. 1).
�� Plug the toaster into the wall socket.
�� Turn the dial to the maximum browning setting without inserting any bread, then 
press the lever down. Repeat the toasting sequence twice to remove the “new” smell.

�� Insert the slices of bread (Fig. 2).
Do not use slices which are too large or too thick as that can block the toasting 
mechanism.
�� Select the desired toasting setting (Fig. 3).
�� Choose between 7 different degrees of browning by setting the selector to the 
appropriate position:
Position 1 = lightly toasted
Position 7 = very well toasted

the plug in any way.

SHORT CORD
A  A short power-supply cord (or detachable power-supply cord) is to be 

provided to reduce the risk resulting from becoming entangled in or tripping 
over a longer cord.

B  Longer detachable power-supply cords or extension cords are available 
and may be used if care is exercised in their use.

C  If a long detachable power-supply cord or extension cord is used,
1) The marked electrical rating of the cord or extension cord should be at 

least as great as the electrical rating of the appliance, and
2) The cord should be arranged so that it will not drape over the countertop 

or tabletop where it can be pulled on by children or tripped over 
unintentionally.
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ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

BAGEL function
�� The toaster has a pre-programmed bagel function that toasts the bagels.
�� Insert the bagel as shown (Fig. 7 or Fig. 8), with the cut sides facing inwards.
�� Select the desired browning setting and push down the toasting lever (see section Using 
the toaster).
�� Press the BAGEL button (Fig. 9).
�� The BAGEL and CANCEL (STOP) buttons will illuminate.

DEFROST function
�� The toaster has a pre-programmed defrosting feature. Toasting frozen bread takes 
longer than toasting bread which is not frozen.
�� Insert one or two frozen slices of bread or toast in the toaster (Fig. 10).
�� Select the desired toasting level and lower the handle (please see the USING THE 
TOASTER paragraph).
�� Press the DEFROST button (Fig. 10).
�� The DEFROST and CANCEL (STOP) buttons will illuminate.

REHEAT function
�� The toaster has a pre-programmed feature to reheat pieces of bread or toast without 
toasting them too much.
�� The reheating time is automatic, regardless of the browning setting (roughly 30 
seconds).
�� Insert the pieces of bread or toast in the toaster and lower the handle.
�� Press the REHEAT button (Fig. 11).
�� The REHEAT and CANCEL (STOP) buttons will illuminate.

�� When first using, try out the toasting setting, as the result depends upon the type of 
bread and the degree of moisture.
Generally speaking, a higher temperature is required for breads other than white. 
Turn the toasting selector to a lower number if, for example, only one slice of bread 
is being toasted.

Caution:
Relatively dry slices of bread, or bread that has already been toasted once, will brown 
much more quickly and may under certain circumstances catch fire. Therefore set 
the heat control to a lower setting and do not leave the toaster unattended.
�� Fully depress the toasting lever, which will then lock into position (Fig. 4).
The appliance will begin to operate and the CANCEL (STOP) button will illuminate. 
The handle will only lock if the toaster is plugged in.
�� After completion of the toasting operation, the toast will automatically be raised and 
the appliance will switch itself off (Fig. 5).
�� Remove the bread. To make it easier to remove the bread you can lift the toasting 
lever as far as it will go.
�� To stop the toaster when toasting is underway, press the CANCEL (STOP) button 
(Fig. 6).

Note:
Should a slice of bread become trapped in the toasting well, unplug the power 
cord, let the appliance cool down and then carefully free the toast without touching 
the heating elements.
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REPAIR SERVICE

CLEANING

�� Before pulling out the crumb tray, allow the toaster to cool for at least ten 
minutes after completion of the preceding toasting operation.
�� Before commencing the cleaning operation, pull out the plug.
�� Remove the crumb tray by pulling it in. Clean the toaster regularly (Fig. 12).
�� Never immerse the appliance in water or put it under running water.
�� Never use an abrasive sponge to clean the toaster. Clean it with a damp cloth and 
wipe it with a soft, dry cloth.
�� Wipe using a damp cloth then return the crumb tray to its place.
�� Never use the toaster without the crumb tray.

PROBLEM SOLUTION

The toaster does not work. Ensure the plug is properly connected to the socket.
If the toaster is still not working, take it to an approved 
KRUPS service center.

The bread is stuck in the 
appliance.

Unplug the appliance and leave it to cool. Remove the 
bread carefully. Be careful not to damage the heating 
elements when removing the bread. Never use a metallic 
object to remove the bread.

The bread is too brown or 
not brown enough.

Check the setting level selected. Select a lower level 
if your bread is too brown, or a higher level if it is not 
brown enough.
Ensure the freezing or reheating buttons have not been 
selected.

The bread pops out almost 
immediately and is not 
toasted.

Ensure the handle has been lowered to the bottom. Also 
check that the reheating button was not selected.
If the bread still does not stay in the toaster, bring your 
appliance to an approved KRUPS service center.

Smoke is coming out of 
the toaster.

It is possible that the toasting level selected is too high. 
Press the CANCEL (STOP) button to stop the toasting 
cycle and unplug the appliance.

The cord is damaged. If the cord on the appliance is damaged, it must be 
replaced in an approved KRUPS service center.
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Environment protection first !
Your appliance contains a lot of recoverable or recyclable material.
When disposing of it, take it to a local civic waste collection point.

DISPOSAL

The packaging comprises exclusively environmentally-friendly materials 
which should be disposed of according to the local recycling arrangements.
Disposal methods for the appliance itself can be found at the appropriate 
department of the local authority in your area.

KRUPS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED GUARANTEE

 : www.krups.com
This product is repairable by KRUPS during and after the guarantee period.

KRUPS endeavours to keep most of the stock of the spare parts available for the repair of 
your product for up to 5 to 7 years on average, from the last date of production.

Accessories, consumables and end-user replaceable parts can be purchased, if locally 
available, as described on the KRUPS internet site www.krups.com

The Guarantee
This product is guaranteed by KRUPS (company address and details included in the 
country list of the KRUPS International Guarantee) against any manufacturing defect 
in materials or workmanship for a period of 2 years starting from the initial date of 
purchase.
The international manufacturer’s guarantee by KRUPS is an extra benefit which does 
not affect consumer’s Statutory Rights.
The international manufacturer’s guarantee covers all costs related to restoring the 
proven defective product so that it conforms to its original specifications, through 
the repair or replacement of any defective part and the necessary labour. At KRUPS’s 
choice, a replacement product may be provided instead of repairing a defective product. 
KRUPS’s sole obligation and your exclusive resolution under this guarantee are limited 
to such repair or replacement.

Conditions & Exclusions
The international KRUPS guarantee only applies within the guarantee period and for 
those countries listed in the country list attached and is valid only on presentation of a 
proof of purchase. The product can be taken directly in person to an authorised service 
centre or must be adequately packaged and returned, by recorded delivery (or equivalent 
method of postage), to a KRUPS authorised service centre. Full address details for each 
country’s authorised service centres are listed on KRUPS website (www.krups.com) or 
by calling the appropriate telephone number as set out in the country list to request the 
appropriate postal address.
KRUPS shall not be obliged to repair or replace any product which is not accompanied 
by a valid proof of purchase.
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This guarantee will not cover any damage which occurs as a result of misuse, negligence, 
failure to follow KRUPS instructions, use on current or voltage other than as stamped 
on the product, or a modification or unauthorised repair of the product. It also does not 
cover normal wear and tear, maintenance or replacement of consumable parts, or the 
following:
�– using the wrong type of water or consumable
�– ingress of water, dust or insects into the product
�– scaling (any de-scaling must be carried out according to the instructions for use)
�– mechanical damages, overloading
�– damages or poor results due to wrong voltage or frequency
�– accidents including fire, flood, thunderbolt, etc
�– professional or commercial use
�– damage to any glass or porcelain ware in the product

This guarantee does not apply to any product that has been tampered with, or to 
damages incurred through improper use and care, faulty packaging by the owner or 
mishandling by any carrier.
In order to offer the best possible after-sales service and constantly improve customer 
satisfaction, KRUPS may send a satisfaction survey to all customers who have had their 
product repaired or exchanged in a KRUPS authorised service centre.
The international KRUPS guarantee applies only for products purchased in one of the 
countries listed, and used for domestic purposes only in one of the countries listed on 
the Country List. Where a product purchased in one listed country and then used in 
another listed country:

a) The international KRUPS guarantee does not apply in case of non conformity of 
the purchased product with the local standards, such as voltage, frequency, power 
plugs, or other local technical specifications

b) The repair process for products purchased outside the country of use may require 
a longer time if the product is not locally sold by KRUPS

c) In cases where the product is not repairable in the new country, the international 
KRUPS guarantee is limited to a replacement by a similar product or an alternative 
product at similar cost, where possible.

Consumer Statutory Rights
This international KRUPS guarantee does not affect the statutory rights a consumer may 
have or those rights that cannot be excluded or limited, nor rights against the retailer 
from which the consumer purchased the product. This guarantee gives a consumer 
specific legal rights, and the consumer may also have other legal rights which vary from 
State to State or Country to Country. The consumer may assert any such rights at his 
sole discretion.
*** Please keep this document for your reference should you wish to make a claim under 
the guarantee












